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1 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔ1. IntroductionMagnetic liquids, mixtures of magnetic and nonmagnetic atoms in the ex-ternal �elds of mechanical or electromagnetic origin, have already takentheir signi�cant place in chemical, electronic and other modern technolo-gies. That is why the investigations of the thermodynamical, structuraland dynamical properties of liquid magnets are very actual for more deepunderstanding and forecasting of their behavior [1{3].The investigation of time-dependent correlation functions as well asgeneralized transport coe�cients of a liquid mixture of magnetic andnonmagnetic atoms are very interesting and valuable. They give us pos-sibility of deep insight into the processes in the systems with coupledclassical and quantum peculiarities. From the theoretical point of viewone of the most interesting problems is investigation of the behavior ofhydrodynamic collective modes, which describe the properties of heat,sound, and mass uctuations. Another important aspect of this problemis the derivation of expressions for dynamic structure factors. It is known,that these functions can be extract from scattering experiments. Suchtheoretical study should be based on the statistical approach, on theequations of generalized hydrodynamics, particularly. Similar approachwas applied to one-component magnetic mixture [4{8]. The collectivemodes of Heisenberg ferrouid were also considered in [8].Statistical hydrodynamics for a mixture of magnetic and nonmag-netic atoms in an external nonhomogeneous magnetic �eld B(r; t) wasstudied in [9]. There was formulated the problem of derivation of general-ized hydrodynamic equations for magnetic and nonmagnetic subsystemswith the help of nonequilibrium statistical operator method for descrip-tion both strong and weak nonequilibrium states. Magnetic and non-magnetic subsystems were characterized by individual nonequilibriumthermodynamics parameters. As a result nonequilibrium thermodynam-ical relations and generalized equations of hydrodynamics were derived.This paper is dedicated to the study of a binary magnetic mixtureconsisting of magnetic and nonmagnetic liquids within the method ofnonequilibrium statistical operator. On the base of a set consisting of�ve parameters of abbreviated description, for the weak nonequilibriumcase the calculation of hydrodynamic collective modes are carried outwith the help of the perturbation theory. In the chapter 7 the problem ofcalculation of time-correlation functions is considered. We propose herethe scheme which allows to calculate the weight coe�cients describing apartial contribution of each mode to the hydrodynamic time correlationfunctions. In some limiting cases (pure non-magnetic uid, simple mag-
ICMP{98{29E 2netic liquid, etc.) the obtained results are discussed in comparison withthe results known in the literature.2. Theoretical framework of the method of nonequi-librium statistical operatorLet us start with the Liouville equation:@@t�(xN ) + i^L�(xN ) = 0; (2.1)where classical part of i^L is determined as a Poisson brackets of thefunction � with a classical part of the Hamiltonian of the system and asa commutator with its quantum part, � is a function of phase variablesxN = fr;p; ^sgN , where N is a total number of particles.Following Zubarev's method of nonequilibrium statistical operator[10] we can rewrite equation (2.1) in the form:� @@t + i^L� �(xN ) = �"(�(xN )� �q(xN )); (2.2)where " ! 0, �q is so-called quasi-equilibrium statistical operator.Nonzero right-hand side of the equation (2.2) imposes the boundaryconditions, which destroy the time reversal symmetry of the Liouvilleequation. To restrict our consideration to the set of slow physical quan-tities n ^P�o which are thought to determine nonequilibrium state (theset of conserved quantities), we can write �q in the Gibbs-like form:�q = exp(��(t)�X� ^P�F�(t)) ; (2.3)with conditions of self-consistency:h ^P�it = h ^P�itq or Sp� ^P��(xN ; t)� = Sp� ^P��q(xN ; t)� ; (2.4)which determine fF�(t)g. The index � = fi;kg denotes a combinationof discrete index i which numerates the variables and wave vector k so,that summation in (2.3) means:X� : : : =Xi Xk : : : ;



3 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔTaking into account projecting, the formal solution of equation (2.2)can be written [10,11]:�(t) = �q(t) +X� tZ�1 dt0 e�"(t�t0)F�(t0)T (t; t0)� 1Z0 d���q (t0)^I�(t0)�1��q (t0); (2.5)where ^I�(t) = (1�P(t)) _^P � (2.6)are the generalized uxes, _^P� � i ^L ^P�:T (t; t0) = exp+8<:� tZt0 d�(1�P(�))i^L (�)9=; (2.7)is the operator of time evolution with the Mori-like projection operatorP(t): P(t) : : : = h: : :i+X� �h: : :itq�h ^P�it n ^P� � h ^P�ito (2.8)which have the following properties:P(t) ^P� = ^P�; P(t)P(t0) = P(t); P(1�P(t0)) = 0;Statistical operator (2.5) determines generalized transport equationsin the form:@@th ^P�it = h _^P�itq +X� tZ�1 dt0 e"(t�t0)���(t; t0)F�(t0)dt0 ; (2.9)where ���(t; t0) = 1Z0 d� h^I�(t) ; T (t; t0) ��q ^I�(t0) ���q itq (2.10)are the generalized memory functions, or generalized transport kernels.Equations (2.9), (2.10) and (2.4) make up a closed system of nonlinearequations which describe both strong and weak nonequilibrium.
ICMP{98{29E 4Now we will consider weak nonequilibrium, which allows us to lin-earize system (2.4), (2.9), (2.10). For the small deviations {� ^P�(t) = h ^P�it � h ^P�i0 (2.11)of averages h ^P�it = Sp ^P��(t) from the equilibrium values h ^P�i0 =Sp ^P��0(xN ), where�0(xN ) = exp(��0 �X� ^P�F 0�) ; (2.12)is the equilibrium statistical operator, deviations of the intensive quan-tities �Fn(t) = Fn(t)� F 0n can be easily found from the self-consistencyconditions (2.4). In matrix form:�F (t) = �(� ^P ;� ^P+)�1� ^P (2.13)where jj(� ^P ;� ^P+)jjij = (� ^Pi;� ^Pj); (2.14)� ^Pi = ^Pi � h ^Pii;and ( ^A; ^B) means correlation function:( ^A; ^B) = 1Z0 h ^A��0 ^B���0 i d�; (2.15)which transforms into simple average h ^A ^Bi0 in classical case. Now wecan rewrite (2.5) in the form��(t) = ��q(t) +X� tZ�1 dt0 e�"(t�t0) �F�(t0) T0(t� t0)� 1Z0 d� ��0 (1� P) _^P� �1��0 ; (2.16)where the projection operator is given byP : : : = (: : : ;� ^P+)(� ^P ;� ^P+)�1� ^P : (2.17)



5 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔFor the Laplace transforms of time-dependent functions (f(!) =1R0 dt f(t)e�!t), using the equality@@t h� ^P it = hi ^L ^P it; (2.18)we get the generalized hydrodynamic equations in the form(i! � i
 + �"(!))� ^P (!) = 0; (2.19)where i
 = ( _^P ;� ^P+)(� ^P ;� ^P+)�1; (2.20)�"(!) =  (1�P) _^P ; 1i! + "+ (1�P)i^L (1�P) _^P+!�(� ^P;� ^P+)�1 (2.21)are the matrices of frequencies and memory functions.The matrix equation for the Laplace-transforms (� ^P ;� ^P+)z of timecorrelation functions(� ^P ;� ^P+)z = �� ^P ; 1z + i^L � ^P+� ; (2.22)has the structure, similar to that of (2.19):fz � i
 + �"(z)g (� ^P ;� ^P+)z = (� ^P ;� ^P+): (2.23)Retarded correlation Green functions can be expressed in terms oftime correlation functions (� ^P ;� ^P+)t (which are connected with(� ^P ;� ^P+)z by Laplace transformation):G(r)ij (t) = �i�(t)(� ^P ;� ^P+)t: (2.24)Hence, the poles of the retarded Green functions, which give the spec-trum of collective modes are determined by matrix equationdetjz � i
 + �"(z)j = 0: (2.25)
ICMP{98{29E 63. Dynamic variablesLet us consider the system consisting of N1 nonmagnetic and N2 mag-netic particles posed in external magnetic �eld. Hamiltonian of such asystem can be written as in [12,13], taking into account the interactionwith nonmagnetic subsystem:^H(t) = H1 + ^H2 +Hint + ^Hex : (3.1)Here and further subscripts 1 ; 2 or superscripts in parentheses (1) ; (2)indicate nonmagnetic and magnetic subsystem, respectively. Thus H1and ^H2 are the Hamiltonians of nonmagnetic and magnetic subsystemsseparately, Hint describes their interaction and ^Hex is the energy of spininteraction with external magnetic �eld.The Hamiltonian H1 of nonmagnetic subsystem can be taken in clas-sical form H1 = N1Xj=1 p(1)j 22m1 + 12 N1;N1Xj 6=l V (11)(rjl); (3.2)where V (11)(rjl) is the potential of interaction between 2 nonmagneticparticles j and l, which can be chosen for calculations in any convenientform; and m1 is a mass of nonmagnetic particles.The term ^H2 ^H2 = H2L � 12 N2;N2Xj 6=l J(rjl)(^sj ; ^sl) (3.3)consists of classical, \liquid" part H2L which has the same form as H1and quantum part, which describes spin subsystem and can be taken inHeisenberg-like form.Other terms in (3.1) could be written in the formHint = N1;N2Xi;j V (12)(rij); (3.4)^Hex = � N2Xi ^si� ^B(ri; t); (3.5)where V (12)(rij) is the potential of interaction between i-th nonmagneticand j-th magnetic particle, ^B(ri; t) { external magnetic �eld.



7 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔLiouville operator which corresponds to Hamiltonian (3.1) can bewritten as follows:i^L = iL1 + i^L 2 + iLint + i^L ex + i^L s; (3.6)whereiL1 = (1)Xi p(1)im1 @@ri � 12 (1;1)Xi 6=j @@riV (11)(rij) @@p(1)i � @@p(1)j ! ; (3.7)i^L 2 = iL(1!2) + 12 (2;2)Xi 6=j @@ri J(rij)(^si; ^sj) @@p(2)i � @@p(2)j ! ; (3.8)iLint = � (1;2)Xi;j @@ri V (12)(rij) @@p(1)i � @@p(2)j ! ; (3.9)i^L ex = (2)Xi @ � ^B(ri; t)�^s�@ri � @@p(2)i ; (3.10)and i^L s is a purely quantum part of Liouville operator, it is determinedas a commutatori^L s� ^A = i~ 24�12 (2;2)Xi 6=j J(rij)(^si; ^sj)� (2)Xi � ^B(ri; t)�^si� ; ^A35 : (3.11)To study the dynamics near the equilibrium, we have to considerall the conserved quantities and most slow ones associated with them.For our model �ve parameters of abbreviated description f ^Pig, i = 1::5can be chosen, namely: partial densities of particle number ^n1(r), ^n2(r),densities of momentum ^p(r), magnetization ^m(r) and total energy ^"(r).After the Fourier transformation (f(k) = R dr f(r)eikr), these valuescan be written as follows:^n1(k) = (1)Xi eikri ; ^n2(k) = (2)Xi eikri ; (3.12)^p�(k) = (1)Xi p(1)i �eikri + (2)Xi p(2)i �eikri ; (3.13)^m�(k) = (2)Xi ^s�i eikri ; (3.14)
ICMP{98{29E 8^"(k) = (1)Xi ^"(1)i eikri + (2)Xi ^"(2)i eikri ; (3.15)index � indicates spatial �-component of vector, and^"(1)i = p(1)i 22m1 + 12 (1)Xj(6=i) V (11)(rij) + 12 (2)Xj V (12)(rij); (3.16)^"(2)i = ^"(1!2)i � 12 (2;2)Xi 6=j J(rij)(^si; ^sj): (3.17)For our set of variables ^Pi, the quantum equations of motion havethe following form (see Appendix)_^P i(k) = ik�J�i (k) +Ri(k); (3.18)_^P�l (k) = ik�J��l (k) +R�l (k); (3.19)for the scalar f^n1(k); ^n2(k); ^"(k)g and vector f^p(k); ^m(k)g variablesrespectively. Terms Ri(k), R�l (k) appeared due to nonhomogeneous ex-ternal magnetic �eld. When we assume that ^B(r; t) is homogeneous,these terms disappear and variables f ^Pg become conserved.4. Static correlation functionsFor analysis of the generalized hydrodynamic equations (2.19) one needsto calculate the static correlation functions constructed on the variables^P (k) = f^n1(k); ^n2(k); ^p(k); ^m(k); ^"(k)g (4.1)Let us de�ne static correlation function (^a;^b) as an average of devi-ations: (^a;^b) = 1Z0 d�h�^a��0�^b���0 i ; (4.2)contrary to (2.15), where it was de�ned as a simple average.In order to give some thermodynamical interpretation of correlationfunctions we chose the equilibrium statistical operator (2.12) as a Gibbsdistribution for the grand canonic ensemble (�; V; T; ^b), � = f�1; �2g:�0 = exp [�(
� ^!)]; (4.3)^! � ^"� �1^n1 � �2^n2 � ^b ^m; (4.4)
 = 
(�; ^b; T ): (4.5)



9 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔwhere 
 is the thermodynamical potential, � is the inverse tempera-ture, ^n1; ::: ; ^" are the quantities (4.1), taken with k = 0: ^n1 = ^n1(k =0); ::: ; ^" = ^"(k = 0); and ^b is an internal magnetic �eld.For an arbitrary operator ^a and parameter  it is easy to prove theequation @h^ai@ = ��^a; @(�^!)@ � ; (4.6)where the average h: : :i is performed with the distribution (4.3). So, forexample, if ^a = ^n1,  = �1, we get:@N1@�1 = �(^n1; ^n2): (4.7)Here and further the quantity, written by a capital letter denotes theaverage value of corresponding operator written by a small letter, forinstance, N1 = h^n1i. In the same manner with the help of (4.6) we canconnect other correlation functions with thermodynamical quantities:(^ni; ^nj) = 1� �@Ni@�j �T;b = 1� �@Nj@�i �T;b ; i; j = 1; 2 ; (4.8)(^ni; ^m) = 1� @Ni@b = 1� �@M@�i �T;b ; (4.9)( ^m; ^m) = 1� �@M@b �T;� ; (4.10)(^"; ^m) = 1� �@E@b �T;� ; (4.11)where b = bz ; ^m = ^mz; M =Mz ;and it is supposed that �eld b is directed along '0z' axis.As we see in (4.8){(4.11), the set of ^Pi(k = 0) is not orthogonal, insense that nondiagonal elements of matrix ( ^P ; ^P+) do not vanish. Butoften it is more convenient to work with orthogonalized set of dynamicvariables. Here we use the procedure of orthogonalization, which orthog-onalize all variables one by one except of �rst two { ^n1 and ^n2, so onlythe block (2�2) of matrix ( ^P ; ^P+) which includes correlation functions(^ni; ^nj) will be nondiagonal.At �rst we introduce the projection operators:P ^n1 : : : = 2Xi=1(: : : ; ^ni)(^n; ^n)�1i;1 � ^n1; (4.12)
ICMP{98{29E 10P ^n2 : : : = 2Xi=1(: : : ; ^ni)(^n; ^n)�1i;2 � ^n2; (4.13)And consider `projected' magnetization de�ned by^s = (1�P ^n1 �P ^n2) ^m (4.14)It is obvious that ^s is orthogonal to ^n1 and ^n2 in the sense, that(^s; ^n1) = (^s; ^n2) = 0: (4.15)Introducing the projection operatorP ^s : : : = (: : : ; ^s)(^s; ^s)�1^s (4.16)we can construct so-called `enthalpy' operator^h = (1�P ^n1 �P ^n2 �P^s)^" = (1�P ^n1 �P ^n2 �P^s)^!; (4.17)which is orthogonal to all previous operators, i.e.(^h; ^n1) = (^h; ^n2) = (^h; ^s) = 0: (4.18)The momentum operator ^p(k) is orthogonal to all variables intrinsically.We must note, that projection with the help of operators (4.12),(4.13), (4.16) means transition to another ensemble, for example, pro-jection like (4.14) means transition from (�; V; T; b) to (N; V; T; b) en-semble. Really, magnetic susceptibility in (N; V; T )-ensemble is de�nedon `projected' variable ^s:�T;N = �@M@b �N;V;T = �@M@b ��;V;T��@M@�1��@N1@�1 ��1�@N1@b ���@M@�2��@N2@�2 ��1�@N2@b � = (4.19)= �n( ^m; ^m)� ( ^m; ^n1)(^n1; ^n1)�1(^n1; ^m)� ( ^m; ^n2)(^n2; ^n2)�1(^n2; ^m)o= ��(1�P ^n1 �P ^n2) ^m; ^m� = �(^s; ^s):Using (4.6) we can prove one more equality for entropy and arbitraryparameter  @S@ = ���^!; @(�^!)@ � ; (4.20)



11 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔand for speci�c heat in (�; V; T; b)-ensemble we will have:C�;b = T �@S@T � = �2(^!; ^!) :Ful�lling transition to (N;M; V; T )-ensemble like in (4.19), we obtainCN;M = �2 ((1�P ^n1 �P ^n2 �P^s)^! ; ^!) = �2(^h; ^h): (4.21)For the operator ^p(k) we have the equalities�^p�(k); ^p�(�k)� = ���� (m1N1 +m2N2) = ���� M; (4.22)�^p�(k); ^Pj(�k)� = 0 ; if ^Pj(k) 6= ^p�(k); (4.23)where M is a mass of our mixture.Taking into account the relations (4.14), (4.15), (4.17), (4.18), (4.21),(4.22), (4.23), one sees, that the set of variables f^n1; ^n2; ^p; ^s; ^"g is orthog-onalized in the sense discussed above. Generalizing obtained results, wecan introduce new set of dynamic variables (k-dependent)^Y (k) = f^n1(k); ^n2(k); ^p(k); ^s(k); ^h(k)g; (4.24)which are mutually orthogonal. One exception is for variables ^n1 and ^n2which are not mutually orthogonal. For ^s(k) and ^h(k) one has^s(k) = (1�P ^n1(k)�P ^n2(k)) � ^m(k); (4.25)^h(k) = (1�P ^n1(k)�P ^n2(k)�P ^s(k)) � ^"(k)= (1�P ^n1(k)�P ^n2(k)�P ^s(k)) � ^!(k); (4.26)where P ^n1(k) : : : = 2Xi=1 � : : : ; ^ni(�k)� �^n(k); ^n(�k)��1i;1 � ^n1(k); (4.27)P ^n2(k) : : : = 2Xi=1 � : : : ; ^ni(�k)� �^n(k); ^n(�k)��1i;2 � ^n2(k); (4.28)P^s(k) : : : = (: : : ; ^s(�k)) � (^s(k); ^s(�k))�1 � ^s(k); (4.29)The correlation functions of these quantities can be considered as gen-eralization of well-known thermodynamical derivatives (4.7) { (4.11),
ICMP{98{29E 12(4.19), (4.21), (4.22), for nonzero values of k. Hence,(^ni(k); ^nj(�k)) = (Ni; Nj) 12 Sij(k); i; j = 1::2; (4.30)(^p�(k); ^p�(�k)) = ���� M; (4.31)(^s(k); ^s(�k)) = 1��T;N (k); (4.32)(^h(k); ^h(�k)) = 1�2CN;M (k); (4.33)where Sij(k), de�ned in (4.30) are so-called partial structure factors,�T;N (k) and CN;M (k) are the generalized susceptibility and speci�c heat,respectively.5. Frequency matrix and matrix of memory functionsLet us mark linear functions of momentums f^pi; i = 1::N1 + N2g ofparticles by symbol ^�1, quadratic functions by ^�2, etc. One can notice,that, for example, energy ^"(k) (3.15) is a sum of some quadratic function^�2 and some function of zero power over f^pig, ^�0. So, for our variableswe can write: ^n1(k) � ^�0; ^n2 � ^�0; ^p(k) � ^�1;^s � ^�0; ^"(k) � (^�0 + ^�2): (5.1)It is easy to show that for arbitrary ^�� and distribution (4.3) ful�lls:h^��i = 0; (5.2)if � is an odd number.Liouville operator increase the number of � at 1 unit_^n1(k) � ^�1; _^n2 � ^�1; _^p(k) � ^�2;_^s � ^�1; _^"(k) � (^�1 + ^�3): (5.3)Taking into account (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) one can prove, that:� _^Y i(k); ^Yj(�k)� = 0; if ( ^Yi 6= ^p and ^Yj 6= ^p)or ( ^Yi = ^p and ^Yj = ^p): (5.4)Because of the symmetry conditions� _^Y i(k); ^Yj(�k)�k!0 = �^Yi(k); _^Y j(�k)�k!0 ;



13 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔfor calculation of frequency matrix we must �nd only correlation func-tions, which involve momentum:� _^p�(k); ^Yj(�k)� = ik� �J��p (k); ^Yj(�k)� ; ^Yj 6= ^p: (5.5)For k ! 0 one can prove that (see [8])hJ��p (k)ik!0 = ((N1 +N2)T � 13 *N1+N2Xi ri @U(rN )@ri +) ; (5.6)where U(rN ) is the total potential energy:U(rN ) = ^"� (1)Xi p(1)i 22m1 � (2)Xi p(2)i 22m2 :Let us �nd now pressure of the system, which follows from the equilib-rium treatment P = ��@
@V �N;V;T ; (5.7)where 
 is the thermodynamical potential (4.5). Imposing 
 to be V -dependent by substitution r = RV 13 in potentials V (11), V (12), V (22), J ,we can get, after some simpli�cationsP = T N1 +N2V � 13V *N1+N2Xi ri @U(rN )@ri + : (5.8)Comparing (5.6) and (5.8), we obtainhJ��p (k)i = ���PV = ����
: (5.9)Results (5.9) show that in system with `isotropic' potential energy(which is a function of jrj, and does not depend on its direction) inhomogeneous external �eld �@ ^B(r;t)@r = 0�, the pressure, de�ned fromequilibrium treatment can be expressed through the average of the stresstensor.With the help of (4.6) now we get(^p�(k); ^n1(�k))k!0 = ik� �J��p ; ^n1�= ik�� @hJ��p i@�1 = ik�� @
@�1 = ik�� N1: (5.10)
ICMP{98{29E 14Let us introduce now scalar longitudinal momentum ^p(k), as a com-ponent of vector momentum ^p(k), oriented along the vector k . From theequation (5.10) we conclude, that in isotropic system only longitudinalcomponents make contribution to the matrix of memory functions, corre-lation functions of transverse components are equal to zero. In the sameway as (5.10) was obtained we can obtain other correlation functionswith the longitudinal current ^pk in the limit k ! 0, (k = jkj)( _^p; ^ni) = ik� Ni; (5.11)( _^p; ^m) = ik� V �@P@b ��;V;T ; ( _^p; ^!) = ik�2V �@P@T ��;V;b ; (5.12)or for our set of orthogonalized variables( _^p; ^s) = ik� V �@P@b �N;V;T ; ( _^p; ^h) = ik�2 V �@P@T �N;V;M : (5.13)Using Gibbs-Duhem equationS dT +N1 d�1 +N2 d�2 +M db� V dp = 0 (5.14)one can write the right-hand sides of equation (5.13) as follows�@P@b �N;V;T = �p�T ; (5.15)�@P@T �N;V;M = �p� 1V �@V@P �T;N;M ; (5.16)where �p = 1V �@V@b �P;N;T ; (5.17)�T = � 1V �@V@P �T;N;b ; (5.18)�p = 1V �@V@T �P;N;M (5.19)are the coe�cients of magnetostriction, isothermal compressibility andisobaric thermal expansion, respectively. The value (@V=@P ) in equation



15 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔ(5.16) is de�ned at constant magnetization M . After some algebra withthe help of Gibbs-Duhem and Maxwell relations, we get�@V@P �T;N;M = �V �T + V 2�2p�+ �2pV�T ;and �@P@T �V;N;M = �p�T  1 + V �2p��T ! : (5.20)Now making generalization for k 6= 0 we can write some elements ofmatrix i
 as followsi
p;s(k) = ikV �p(k)�T (k)�(k) ; i
s;p(k) = ikV �p(k)�T (k)M ; (5.21)i
p;h(k) = ikV �p(k)CNMV (k)�T (k)  1 + V �2p(k)�(k)�T (k)! ; (5.22)i
h;p(k) = ikV� �p(k)M�T (k)  1 + V �2p(k)�(k)�T (k)! : (5.23)Elements, involving densities of particle number, as follows from(5.11) and (2.20), read:i
p;ni = ik� Xj Nj �^n(k); ^n+(�k)��1ij ; (5.24)i
ni;p = ikNiM ; (5.25)where (^nj(k); ^ni(�k))�1ij means fijg-element of matrix (2�2), which isinverse to the block (^n; ^n+) of the matrix of static correlation functions� ^P ; ^P+�. Matrix (^n; ^n+) in the limit k ! 0 consists of functions 1� @Ni@�j(see (4.13)), therefore�^n(k); ^n+(�k)��1ij = �� @�i@Nj�V TbN�| ; (5.26)where N�| denotes set of all Nk, except of Nj .For the right-hand sides of (5.26) we can make transition to the en-semble with constant pressure� @�i@Nj�V TbN�| = � @�i@Nj�V TbN�| + vivjV �T ; (5.27)
ICMP{98{29E 16where vi = � @V@Ni�TPbN�{ (5.28)is the partial molar volume per molecule of species `i', which possessesthe property Xi Nivi = V: (5.29)Using Gibbs-Duhem equation, we �nd for isobaric processesXi Ni� @�i@Nj�V TbN�| = 0: (5.30)Now, with the help of (5.29), (5.30) we can rewrite the elements (5.24)of i
 i
p;n1(k) = ik v1(k)�T (k) ; i
p;n2(k) = ik v2(k)�T (k) : (5.31)For our case of weak nonequilibrium, matrix of memory functions(2.10), which Laplace transformation is given in (2.21), reads:�(k; t) = �(1�P) _^Y i(k); e�(1�P)i^Lt(1�P) _^Y j(�k)�� � ^Y (k); ^Y (�k)+��1 ; (5.32)where P(k) =Xi;j (: : : ; ^ni)(^n; ^n)�1i;j � ^nj (5.33)+ (: : : ; ^p) 1(^p; ^p) ^p+ (: : : ; ^s) 1(^s; ^s) ^s+ �: : : ; ^h� 1(^h; ^h)^h;here dependence on k in the right-hand side is omitted for simplicity.For the generalized uxesIi(k) = (1�P) _^Y i(k) = _^Y i(k)�Xj i
ij ^Yj ; (5.34)in the limit k ! 0 one has Ii(k) ' ikfi; (5.35)where fi are regular longitudinal parts of uxes. The elements of matrix�(k; t) (5.32) are proportional to k2.



17 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔOne can prove that due to time-reversal symmetry, the structure ofmatrix �(k; t) in the limit k! 0; ! ! 0 is opposite to that of i
:i
 = ik0BBBB@ 0 0 !n1;p 0 00 0 !n2;p 0 0!p;n1 !p;n2 0 !p;s !p;"0 0 !s;p 0 00 0 !";p 0 0 1CCCCA ; (5.36)

� = �k20BBBB@'n1;n1 'n1;n2 0 'n1;s 'n1;h'n2;n1 'n2;n2 0 'n2;s 'n2;h0 0 'p;p 0 0's;n1 's;n2 0 's;s 's;h'h;n1 'h;n2 0 'h;s 'h;h 1CCCCA ; (5.37)because the elements, which involve momentum (except of �p;p) can beneglected because they are proportional to higher powers of k. Thus,in the hydrodynamic limit, the Laplace transforms can be written asfollows �ij = �k2V� Xj Lik��^Y ; ^Y +��1kj ; (5.38)where Lij are the kinetic coe�cients, de�ned by Green-Kubo - like for-mulas Lij = �V �fi; 1"+ i^L fj� = �V 1Z0 �fi; e�i ^Ltfj� dt: (5.39)6. Hydrodynamic collective modesCollective modes' spectrum can be found from the equation (2.25):det jz � i
 + �j = 0; (6.1)as the spectrum of a matrix: ^T = i
� �: (6.2)As � � ik is a small parameter, i
 � �, � � �2, in the �rst approxi-mation we can neglect the matrix �. De�ning 2 matrices:^! = i
=�; ^' = �=�2; (6.3)
ICMP{98{29E 18we can �nd in �rst approximation 2 nonzero propagation modes:z1;2 = �ikvs; (6.4)where vs =p!p;n1!n1;p + !p;n2!n2;p + !p;s!s;p + !p;h!h;p (6.5)is the sound velocity. Three vanishing eigenvalues z3;4;5 = 0 determinedissipative modes. After simpli�cation and transformation of (6.5) withthe help of Maxwell relations we come to simple result:v2s = �V 2M �@P@V �NSM = �@P@� �NSM ; (6.6)where the mass density � = MV was introduced.To �nd the next approximation we consider z in (6.1) as a series over�: z = �z0 + �2D + : : : : (6.7)Putting (6.7) into (6.1) and equating to zero coe�cients near �, give usdesirable values D. In such a way we will have for propagating soundmodes z = �ikvs � k2Ds; (6.8)and for purely damping hydrodynamic modeszi = �k2Di; i = 3; 4; 5 ; (6.9)where Ds, D3;4;5 are corresponding damping coe�cients. For soundmodes one gets Ds = 12v2s Sp( ^'�^!2) = Sp( ^'�^!2)Sp(^!2) : (6.10)Damping coe�cients for the purely di�usive modes can be found asthe roots of an algebraic equation of third orderD3p3 +D2p2 +D1p1 + p0 = 0; (6.11)with coe�cients pi are de�ned via the elements of matrix^� � ^! + ^'; �p;p � 0as some minors, which can be presented with the help of the operator@@�n1n1 + @@�n2n2 + @@�ss + @@�"" in the following form:pi = � @@�n1n1 + @@�n2n2 + @@�ss + @@�""�i � det ^� (6.12)



19 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔ7. Calculation of time correlation functionsEquation for time-dependent correlation functions (2.23) can be writtenas follows ^A(z)� ^F z = ^F 0; (7.1)where ^A(z) = z�^1� ^T , and ^T is de�ned in (6.2); ^F z = (^Y ; ^Y +)z and ^F 0are the matrix of Laplace transforms of time correlation functions anda matrix of static correlation functions. The formal solution of (7.1) isgiven by ^F z = ^A�1(z)� ^F 0; (7.2)where ^A�1(z) = (z^1 � ^T )�1 is the matrix inverse to ^A. Its the ij-thelement ( ^A�1)ij can be written as an algebraical adjunct (Ad(Aij)) ofelement Aij , divided on determinant �( ^A)( ^A�1)ij = Ad(Aij)�( ^A) : (7.3)For Ad(Aij ) one has Ad(Aij) = @�( ^A)@Aij ; (7.4)Where we omit the dependence on z for the sake of simplicity. Deter-minant of matrix ^T can be presented as a product of its eigenvaluesfzig �( ^T ) = 5Yi=1 zi;that's why �( ^A) = 5Yi=1(z � zi); (7.5)where zi were found in the previous section up to the second power overthe the small parameter � (see (6.7) { (6.9)).Matrices ^! and ^' have the opposite structure (see (5.36)), so that wecan write @@Aij = � @@ i
ij � @@�ij = �1� @@!ij � 1�2 @@'ij : (7.6)Therefor from (7.4) - (7.6) we haveAd(Aij) = �Xk �z � zk @zk@Aij

ICMP{98{29E 20= �Xk 1z � zk ��1� @zk@!ij + 1�2 @zk@'ij � ; (7.7)and ( ^A�1)ij now read (7.3)( ^A�1(z))ij =Xk 1z � zkGkij ; (7.8)where Gkij = 1� @zk@!ij + 1�2 @zk@'ij (7.9)are so-called weight coe�cients describing the contribution from corre-sponding collective modes. Because of fzkg are series with respect to �(see (6.7) { (6.9)), the �rst approximations of Gkij can be found as:G(0)kij = @z0k@!ij + @z1k@'ij : (7.10)We can also represent ^G(0)k in another form, which is mostly used inliterature. Let ^X be a matrix of eigenvectors of ^T , which corresponds toeigenvalues fzkg: ^T � ^X = ^X� ^Z;^Z = jjzi�ij jj is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. It is easy to show thatmatrix ^A(z) have the same eigenvectors ^X, with eigenvalues fz � zkg,therefore: ^A�1 = � ^A� ^X� ^X�1��1 = � ^X �(z^1� ^Z)� ^X�1��1= ^X�(z^1� ^Z)�1� ^X�1: (7.11)Because the matrix of eigenvalues (z^1 � ^Z) of ^A(z) is diagonal, wecan rewrite (7.11) in the form:( ^A�1)ij =Xk Xik( ^X�1)kjz � zk : (7.12)Comparing (7.7) and (7.12), we conclude, thatG(0)kij = X0ik( ^X0�1)kj : (7.13)For nondegenerated index k (k = 1; 2), for which (7.13) can be easilycalculated, results coincide with that ones obtained in (7.10), but for k =3; 4; 5 calculation of (7.13) is more complicate. Therefore the expression(7.10) can be more convenient for some applications.



21 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔ8. DiscussionIn this paper the spectrum of collective hydrodynamic modes of a bi-nary ferromagnetic mixture has been studied on the base of rigorousstatistical treatment. We have found two complex-conjugated collectivemodes, which are responsible for the propagating of sound. Other modesare purely di�usive and describe processes connected with temperature,mass and magnetization uctuations. The obtained result are valid foran arbitrary mixture under the same external conditions (homogeneityof the external magnetic �eld, isotropic interactions) within the hydro-dynamical region. The square of the sound velocity (6.6) appears to beinversely proportional to the adiabatic compressibility in ensemble withconstant magnetization and particle number, that coincide with the re-sults for one-component magnetic system [8]. Damping coe�cients forsound modes has been found (see (6.10)), and damping coe�cients ofother di�usive modes can be obtained from equation (6.11).For the paramagnetic case and b = 0 the damping coe�cient of spinmode can be easily found from equation (6.11)Dm = 'ss: (8.1)It can be shown that for this case the expressions for time correlationfunctions are formally the same as they are for a binary system of twosimple liquids [16], and the Laplace transforms of \spin density{spindensity" time correlation function can be written as(^s; ^s)z = T � �TNV (k)(z + k2'ss) : (8.2)For b 6= 0 the expressions for time correlation functions have more com-plicated form because of additional coupling between spin and transla-tional degrees of freedoms. This problem will be considered elsewhere.AppendixIt is easy to show that_^n1(k) = ik�p(1)(k)m1 ; _^n2(k) = ik�p(2)(k)m2 (A.1)where p(�)(k) = N�Pj p(�)j eikrj , so thatJ�n1 = p(1)�(k)m1 ; J�n2 = p(2)�(k)m2 ; Rn1 = 0 (A.2)
ICMP{98{29E 22Let us introduce now vector function �k(r), cartesian coordinates ofwhich are given by: ��k(r) = r� 1� e�ikrikr : (A.3)Having calculated _p� = i^Lp�, we may write the stress tensor J��pand term R�p (k) as follows:J��p (k) = J��p;1(k) + J��p;2(k) + J��p;s (k) + J��p;int(k) (A.4)R�p (k) = (2)Xi @ � ^B(ri); ^si�@r�i eikri (A.5)where J��p;1(k) = (1)Xi p(1)i p(1)i �m1 eikri� 12 (1;1)Xi 6=j V (11)0(rij) r�ijjrij j��k(rij)eikri ; (A.6)V (11)0(rij) is a derivative of V (11) over its argument jrij j; J��p;2 is thesame as J��p;1 (implying the substitution of indices `1'!`2'),J��p;s = 12 (1;1)Xi 6=j J 0(rij)(^si; ^sj) r�ijjrij j��k(rij)eikri ; (A.7)and J��p;int = � (1;2)Xi;j V (12)0(rij) r�ijjrij j��k(rij)eikri : (A.8)The magnetization currents:J��m = (1)Xi p(1)i �m2 s�i eikri + 12 (1;2)Xi 6=j J(rij) [^si � ^sj ]� ��k(rij)eikri ;(A.9)R�m = (1)Xi h^si � ^B(ri; t)i� eikrj : (A.10)
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